Save Our Church

ORDER FORM

433 North Center Street, LaGrange OH 44050
“Ecumenical not Heretical!”
(440) 355-5849 / www.saveourchurch.org
My Name _____________________________________
Shipping Address _______________________________
City/State _____________________________________

Print out this form and mail to us

Today’s Date: _______________________________
“If My people who are called by My name shall humble
themselves and pray and seek My face, and turn from their
wicked ways; then will I hear from Heaven and will
forgive their sin and will heal their land.” II Chronicles
7:14
“The Lord’s hand is not shortened, that it cannot save;
neither His ear heavy, that it cannot hear.” Isaiah 59:1

Phone / E Mail _________________________________
Qty

BO

UNIT
PM-1 The Rest of the Gospel Story - Hard Bound, colored cover PM-2 The Dated Parallel Harmony of the Gospels - Hard Bound, colored cover PM-3 The Atlas of Palestine in the Time of Our Lord - colored cover - (2nd Expanded Edition! New Features!)
PM-5 The 1800 Word Glossary to The Poem - colored cover PM-6 Large 18x24 inch Map of Palestine with Index PM-7 8x28 inch Laminated Chronological Family Chart of the Holy Family and 31 Relatives
PM-8 Voiding the Voices of Heaven - colored cover - A groundbreaking document that explains the real cause of the
present crisis in the Church and the only solution to it. A copy of this work should be presented to every Bishop,
every Cardinal and every priest in the Church. 8½ x 11, 57 pages, color cover
FC-1 FutureChurch / The Truth Behind the Mask - The shocking truth about FutureChurch/Call to Action and its role
in the moral and spiritual crisis in the Cleveland Diocese. 8½ x 11, 7 page photo edition.
FC-2 Just a Few Deceptions Used by FutureChurch - Excerpts from Call to Action or Call to Apostasy by Dr. Brian
Clowes (used by permission) 5½ x 8½, 8 pages.
FC-3 Straight Answers to Reasonable Questions - Why the Church cannot democratize, ordain women, and must
maintain a celibate priesthood. 8½ x 11, 2 pages
VF-1 The Voice of the Faithful or the UN-Faithful? - The poisoned pot from which VOTF emerged and the poison it is
peddling through its leaders. 8½ x 11, 2 pages
SOC-1 Catholic Ecumenism or Ecumenical Deception! - The clear distinction between true Catholic Ecumenism, the
urgent mandate of Vatican II and ecumenical deception that is being promoted today. 8½ x11, 4 pages
SOC-2 The Church is of God - IT IS NOT GOD! - Serious misconceptions held by good Catholics about the limited
and faulty side of the Church which are fueling the liberal reaction against the Faith and the Church! 8½ x 11, 4
pages
AP-1 Why I Had to Join the Catholic Church - Hard Bound, colored cover - Testimony and apologetic for the
Catholic Faith and Church by David Webster, a former Fundamentalist Baptist minister. 8½ x 11, 88 pages. NOW
SAVE OVER 50% on this first self published edition!
AP-2 The Catholic Faith is the Faith of the Scriptures! And The Catholic Faith was the Faith of the Early Church
Fathers! (Part I and Part II) colored cover - Complete and convincing Scriptural and historical defense of the
Catholic faith and Church. 8½ x 11, 30 pages
AP-3 Bible Chronology - By Ivan Panin “An absolute masterpiece of intellectual precision, consistency and brilliant
insight.” Systematically unravels the entire string of problematic chronological texts scholars have labored over for
years. This book will restore your faith in the Biblical record! New Expanded annotated Edition!
AP-4

Why I Had to Join the Catholic Church – Pine Cone Press Edition.

TOTAL

$35.00
$25.00
$12.00
$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$10.00
10/$8
25/$6
5/$3
10/$3
10/$2
10/$2
10/$3
10/$3
$15.00
$7.00
$7.00
$10.00

$14.95

Order all Maria Valtorta’s works from www.valtorta.org
:

Contact us for Canadian or overseas rates! info@saveourchurch.org or 440-355-5849
USA shipping cost is $3.00;

$10-$15 orders: $4.00;

$16-$50 orders: $6.00;

$51-$99 orders: $8.00;

$2 for every $25 over $99

TOTAL:
We rebind and restore old Bibles and books of all kinds! This would be a completely separate transaction.
Custom Book and Bible Repair Order Form is available at. http://www.saveourchurch.org/bible_repair.pdf

We’re sorry but we can only accept Checks or Money Orders at this time!

Money Order [ ] Check [ ]

Thank you and God Bless!
In the end the United Hearts of Jesus and Mary will Triumph!”
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Save Our Church Order Form / Page Two
NEW! Pine Cone
Press Expanded Edition! Handy 5½ x 8½ paper
Why I Had to Join the Catholic Church Testimony and apologetic for the Catholic
Faith and Church for the most anti-Catholic
fundamentalists! by David Webster, a former
Fundamentalist Baptist minister.

Ivan Panin’s Bible Chronology! Revised
With extensive helpful notes!
Now Available!
Panin’s Bible Chronology is an absolute
masterpiece of intellectual precision,
consistency and brilliant insight.
Panin
systematically unravels the entire string of
problematic chronological texts scholars have
labored over for years without producing
consistency or certainty. Panin does both and
shows how certain fundamental errors have
turned the perfect harmony of Biblical
chronology into a hopeless quagmire of
confusion and
contradiction.
The
Chronology of the kings of Judah and Israel,
for instance, which have been thought to be
utterly impossible to reconcile, have yielded
an incredible harmony with his clear and
principled thinking. This book will restore
your faith in the Biblical record! DJW

The Kind of Impact the Revelations Given to Maria Valtorta are
Having All Around the World:
From Emilio Pisani, publisher of Valtorta’s works
In the month of August of the year 2000, a message by fax and internet reached us
from Russia. It was sent by an Orthodox priest, director of a Marian editing house of the
Orthodox confession, with its seat in a locality of the region of Moscow. In an incorrect but
quite understandable Italian he asked our permission to translate and publish in his own
language the first volume of the English edition of the Work of Maria Valtorta, expressing a
certainty: "this book contributes to overcoming the schism between the Catholic and
Orthodox Churches.” The extraordinary thing was not just in the circumstance that the
Work had reached Russia and that his reading it had drawn an Orthodox priest's attention to
its ecumenical value, but it is also in the fact that all this could happen without the pressured
advertising and without any contact of promotional interests.
From Russia to Japan: A lay editor of Tokyo is taking care of the translation of the Work of
Maria Valtorta (he has finished the first volume) which he wants to publish integrally in his
country where Christians are 1.5% of the population, which is formed above all of
Shintoists, followed by Buddhists. The Japanese editor has been able to conclude an
agreement with us thanks to the mediation of an Italian an expert in the Japanese language
and culture, and who declares that he is greatly in debt to Valtorta. It is a question of an expriest, rich in worldly experience, who returned to the Faith after having read Valtorta's
Notebooks. After a long wait while living "as a priest", he had obtained reintegration into
the priestly state.
We go to Lithuania, one of the ex-Soviet Socialist Republics. During the Soviet rule, a
group of volunteers (formed of doctors, engineers, teachers, guests, students) received

clandestinely from abroad some religious books, which the group translated and
disseminated secretly, working by night and knowing they risked prison. They
also had the volumes of the German edition of Maria Valtorta’s Work which they
set themselves to translate into Lithuanian, making "21 copies" with the only
means at their disposal: a typewriter. Now they have a computer and printer, but
above all they have freedom, and they want to contract with us for its orderly
dissemination. This, in synthesis, is what has been communicated by a Mrs. di
Kaunas "in the name of all the group". — Emilio Pisani
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